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Abstract—Quality of Service routing for multicast enables a group mem-
ber to find and install a branch of the multicast tree that can meet its QoS
constraints. The most promising protocols in this area use receiver-oriented
path searching heuristics to find feasible routes. In this paper, we examine
the performance of the path searching heuristics used by these protocols,
to determine which techniques are the most effective. We find that several
low-overhead path searching heuristics are effective, and that generic path
searching can work as well as targeted, QoS-specific searching.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a long history of research to support multicast
Quality of Service (QoS) routing in the Internet. Current mul-
ticast routing protocols compute paths based on hop count and
policy, without regard to the capabilities of the path nor its cur-
rent load. When a network supports QoS, an application may
specify a QoS request to the network as some combination of
delay, bandwidth, and loss characteristics. A QoS routing proto-
col then computes a path that has available resources and installs
this path for the application.

Computing a QoS-capable path in a scalable manner has
proven to be very difficult since network conditions may change
rapidly. The most promising recent protocols use receiver-
oriented mechanisms to find and install routes that can support
a given receiver’s QoS requirements. These protocols include
include APR [1], QoSMIC [2], [3] and QMRP[4], [5]. While
the overall performance of these protocols have been studied,
primarily in isolation, little has been done to determine which
techniques for path searching are most effective.

In this paper we isolate the path searching component of these
multicast QoS routing protocols and study which types of path
searching are most effective for QoS routing. Our goal is to find
low-overhead techniques for discovering QoS-capable paths, so
that QoS routing could be deployed in large-scale, wide-area net-
works.

In addition, we test the effectiveness of using generic path
searching, based only on finding alternate paths, versus collect-
ing QoS metrics during the search process. APR is an exam-
ple of the former type of protocol – it finds alternate routes but
does not test them for available bandwidth or other QoS metrics.
In this case, availability of resources is determined only when
the path is installed. This characteristic makes APR suitable for
non-QoS applications that need an alternate path, but could po-
tentially weaken it for QoS applications. To determine how im-
portant this capability is, we test APR alongside QAPR, which

adds collection of QoS metrics to the APR path search heuristic.
We believe that both APR and QoSMIC hold promise because

they use highly localized searches. APR uses a hop-scoped
search to find feasible paths from a receiver’s neighbors to the
source. QoSMIC uses a similar hop-scoped search to find a
path to the existing multicast tree. QMRP, on the other hand,
provides a more targeted type of search, but it may involve ad-
ditional overhead compared to a local search. With QMRP, a
new receiver tries to follows its shortest path to the source, then
backtracks to alternative routes when resources are not available.
This approach requires global deployment of a standard search
mechanism, whereas APR and QoSMIC are better suited to in-
cremental deployment and application-specific searches.

Our performance study indicates that APR’s generic path
searching provides consistently good performance across differ-
ent types of networks and for different group sizes. Our results
also demonstrate that APR is well-suited for both unicast and
multicast routing, whereas the hop-scoped searching used by
QoSMIC is most effective when group membership is dense. Fi-
nally, we find that APR generally performs as well or better than
both QMRP and QAPR, with lower overhead and only slightly
higher join delay.

Taken together, our results indicate that generic path search-
ing can work as well as targeted, QoS-specific searching. This
means that a single searching heuristic may be utilized for a wide
range of applications, including both alternate path routing and
QoS routing, as well as both unicast and multicast routing.

II. BACKGROUND

The goal of a multicast QoS routing protocol is to build mul-
ticast trees that can support an application’s needs relative to
bandwidth, delay, loss, and other performance characteristics.
One of the obstacles to deploying QoS routing in the Internet has
been scalability. For this reason, recent protocols use receiver-
oriented path searching mechanisms, where each receiver is re-
sponsible for finding and installing its path to the source.

A good path search mechanism generally involves trading ef-
ficiency for overhead. While link-state QoS routing protocols
maintain global knowledge of the network and all link states,
receiver-oriented protocols obtain only partial information of the
topology and status of the network. A common way to do this is
through a hop-scoped or expanding-ring search [6].
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A. APR

The APR protocol always begins by trying to use the shortest-
path route from a receiver to the source of the multicast group.
If the given QoS cannot be met on the shortest-path, then APR
marks the link(s) that do not have enough resources and uses an
expanding-ring search to collect feasible paths to the source of a
multicast group.

Starting with a hop count of one, the receiver floods a search
message to all of its direct neighbors. Each neighbor then re-
turns to the receiver the shortest path from itself to the source
of the multicast group. The receiver uses these paths to build a
partial map of the network and determines whether any feasible
path exists. A feasible path is any path that avoids links that are
marked as not having sufficient resources. Any feasible paths
that are found are tried. If the one-hop search fails to success-
fully find a path for the receiver, then the search is expanded to
two-hops. This continues up to a configured maximum number
of hops. If the receiver fails to find a path, it may also ask the
sender to perform its own local search and return a feasible path.

Several features make APR easy to deploy. First, during an
APR local search, neighbor routers do not need to keep any state
concerning the search nor knowledge of the current multicast
tree. Second, returning a path to the source in question is a rela-
tively simple operation. If routers use a unicast path vector rout-
ing protocol, then neighbors can use their local routing table to
immediately return the desired path. Otherwise, the neighbor
can use traceroute to discover the path and return it.

APR is also suitable for unicast QoS routing since it finds
routes to a source and not to a multicast tree. In fact, the path
searching function of APR is completely independent of multi-
cast routing and can be used for any number of uses. Once a
route is found, a separate path installation protocol, called APM,
is used to install the route in the multicast tree [1].

B. QoSMIC

The QoSMIC protocol, which is based on YAM [7], is de-
signed specifically for multicast QoS routing. QoSMIC uses a
hop-scoped search, similar to APR, but tries to find a route to
the existing multicast tree, rather than to the source.

To join a group, a QoSMIC receiver floods a bid request mes-
sage within a limited scope. If a router receives this message
and it is on the multicast tree for the given group, then it re-
sponds with a bid, which is a path annotated with the QoS it can
support. The bid is unicast to the initiator of the search and col-
lects resource information along the way. The receiver collects
the bids and chooses one according to some QoS metrics, then
installs this path.

The QoSMIC local search is designed to be efficient when
there is a nearby receiver. In this case, connecting to a nearby
part of the multicast tree may consume fewer resources than a
path to the source. However, the scope of the search must natu-
rally be limited, so it is not effective when group membership is
sparsely distributed.

Thus to augment local search, QoSMIC also includes a
manager-assisted search mechanism to receive additional bid

messages is a more scalable manner. In this case, a receiver con-
tacts a group manager, which has knowledge of the entire tree.
The group manager selects some nodes on the multicast tree to
provide bid messages to the receiver.

Note that QoSMIC is not appropriate for unicast QoS routing,
as finding a route depends on having a multicast tree to connect
to. Similarly, when there are very few members, QoSMIC will
have a hard time finding feasible paths. This makes bootstrap-
ping the first few members rather difficult. We demonstrate this
drawback in a later section.

C. QMRP

The QMRP protocol uses a more targeted search than both
APR and QoSMIC. Like APR, QMRP begins by searching the
shortest-path route to the source of the multicast group. A new
member sends a REQUEST along its shortest-path route to the
source, checking each link to see if it has available resources.
If the desired QoS cannot be met at a given link, then QMRP
backtracks to the previous hop. This previous hop copies the
REQUEST message and detours it to all adjacent nodes (not
counting the two nodes that lie forward and backward along the
shortest path). These nodes then try to continue following their
shortest-path route to the source of the multicast group, and con-
tinue as long as each link has available resources. Any time
a reservation cannot be made, backtracking occurs again. Any
message that successfully reaches the source or the existing mul-
ticast tree has found a feasible path. Where two feasible paths
meet, a node must decide which path to use.

In its basic form, QMRP can explore an unlimited number
of paths, which can lead to a high success rate but also very
high overhead. Thus, the authors recommend limiting the search
overhead by restricting the number of nodes that can detour a
REQUEST message. This restricted form of QMRP is desig-
nated QMRP-n, meaning n nodes between the new member and
source can be actively detouring a REQUEST message.

One of the problems with QMRP is that its design makes it
difficult for a REQUEST message to travel far away from the
shortest-path route. When a node detours a request message,
sending it to neighboring nodes, these nodes will continue send-
ing the REQUEST message on their shortest path to the source.
However, in many cases this path may lead back to the detouring
node, preventing QMRP from exploring alternate routes. We re-
fer to this problem as a false detour. While the same thing can
happen with APR, it can send messages two or three hops away
in order to avoid this problem and find alternate paths.

In addition, the approach taken by QMRP requires substan-
tially more deployment effort for the protocol to be successful.
With APR, paths can be collected individually from any node
that runs APR. Similarly, with QoSMIC, the only routers needed
to support path collection are those in the immediate vicinity of
a new member. With QMRP, on the other hand, each node along
the path from the new member to the source, plus nearby nodes,
must support its path searching protocol. In addition, each ac-
tive node must maintain a state machine to track the status of
the search. In contrast, APR and QoSMIC require no state be
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kept, and with APR search strategies and route selection can be
customized for each receiver or application.

III. MODELING THE PATH SEARCH FUNCTION

The goal of our work is to model the path searching function
of a QoS routing protocol. Accordingly, we have isolated this
part of the protocols we study from other aspects, such as path
installation. This allows us to fairly compare the path searching
algorithms using the same QoS routing framework.

A. General Model for Receiver-Oriented, Multicast QoS Rout-
ing

We have developed a general model for receiver-oriented QoS
routing that uses two distinct components: the path searching
protocol and the path installation protocol. The receiver uses the
path searching protocol to find a feasible route, then asks the
path installation protocol to install this route into the multicast
tree.

Although some QoS routing protocols, such as QMRP, inte-
grate path installation with path searching, we have separated the
path searching component for the purposes of our study. This
enables us to give an accurate and fair comparison of their path
search capability.

We use APM as the path installation protocol [1]; this is the
only generic, multicast path installation protocol that has been
developed.

Our model consists of the following steps:
1) The receiver first tries to use the shortest-path route from

itself to the source of the multicast group. The receiver in-
vokes APM to install the shortest-path route and waits for
a response. If the QoS of the path is sufficient, APM will
return a CONFIRM message and the receiver is finished.
Otherwise, it will return FAILURE.

2) If the QoS of the shortest-path route is not sufficient, the
receiver invokes a path searching protocol to find a feasible
alternative route. This protocol will either return a path or
indicate that no path is available. If no path is available,
the receiver leaves the group.

3) If a path is available, the receiver will try to install this
path with APM. If the receiver gets a CONFIRM message
the receiver is finished. If it receives a FAILURE message,
it loops back to step 2.

Our model always tries to use the shortest-path route before
trying any alternative routes. This same technique is used by
both APR and QMRP, so that when congestion is not present
the same routes are used as with a non-QoS protocol. While
QoSMIC does not incorporate this technique, our model allows
us to more fairly compare QoSMIC path searching with the other
protocols.

Note that the model is phrased in terms of a source-specific
multicast tree, but can be applied equally well to a shared, core-
based tree.

B. Basic Path Searching Algorithms

We simulate the path searching components of APR, QoS-
MIC, and QMRP. Because our preference is for localized,

receiver-oriented (and thus scalable) searches, we eliminate
some parts of the APR and QoSMIC protocols. For APR, we
omit the search mechanism whereby a receiver can contact the
source to find a route. This occurs only when the receiver cannot
find a path on its own and is particularly effective in hierarchi-
cal networks [1]. For QoSMIC, we omit the manager-assisted
search, which is likewise used for cases when the receiver can-
not find a feasible route on its own. Manager-assisted search is
useful for cases when the multicast tree is sparsely-distributed.
Naturally, we would expect the performance of both APR and
QoSMIC to improve if these mechanisms were included in our
study.

The algorithms we implement are described below. If QoS
metrics are collected, they are for the path from the source (or
tree) to the receiver. Some algorithms utilize an expanding ring
search to help decrease overhead. This means that an algorithm
is first run using a hop count of 1, then 2, up to a maximum of n.

B.1 APR-n

APR is a simple local search for alternate paths to the source
of a multicast tree:

• The new member uses expanding ring search to send a
probe to all neighbors within n hops. The probe contains
only a source identifier.

• Each neighbor returns the path from the member to the
neighbor, plus the path from the neighbor to the sender.

• The new member collects all paths and chooses the shortest
one for installation with APM. If this path is not available
(APM returns a FAILURE), the member iterates through
the remaining paths, until all paths have been exhausted.

The overhead for this search can be very low; if routers use
a path-vector protocol or a distance-vector protocol with source
tracing [8], [9], then a neighbor already has its path to the source
stored in its routing tables and can immediately respond to the
query without further probing.

B.2 QAPR-n

QAPR is an extension of APR to collect QoS metrics for the
paths it searches:

• The new member uses expanding ring search to send a
probe to all neighbors within n hops. The probe contains
only a source identifier.

• When traversing the path from the new member to a given
neighbor, a probe checks each link for its available re-
sources. If some link cannot support the desired QoS, the
probe stops and returns a failure indication.

• Once a neighbor is reached, a probe traverses the path from
the neighbor to the sender. Again, if some link is reached
where the QoS is insufficient, the probe stops and returns a
failure indication. Otherwise, if the sender is reached, the
probe returns the path from the member to the neighbor,
plus the neighbor to the sender, along with the minimum
available QoS for the path.

• The new member collects all paths and chooses the shortest
path with available QoS for installation with APM. If this
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path is not available (APM returns a FAILURE), the mem-
ber iterates through the remaining paths, until all paths have
been exhausted.

B.3 QoSMIC-n

QoSMIC searches for paths to the current multicast tree:
• The new member floods a probe to all nodes within n hops

to try to find nodes that are part of the multicast tree for
the given group. The probe contains a source identifier and
group identifier. At each hop, the probe checks to see if
current node is already part of the given multicast tree.

• If a node on the tree is found, the probe returns the path
from the new member to the node on the tree, along with
the minimum available QoS for the path.

• The new member collects all paths and chooses the shortest
path with the largest available capacity for installation with
APM. If this path is not available (APM returns a FAIL-
URE), the member tries the next shortest path until all paths
have been exhausted.

B.4 QMRP-n

QMRP uses backtracking to find a path to the source of a mul-
ticast tree:

• The new member sends a probe along the shortest path to
the source, containing a source identifier, group identifier,
and the limit n. At each hop, the probe checks to see if
current node is already part of the given multicast tree.

• If the probe finds a node that is already on the multicast
tree, then it returns the path it has accumulated so far, along
with the available QoS for the path.

• If the probe encounters a link with zero capacity, it back-
tracks to the previous hop. This hop decrements the limit
n by 1; if n is zero then the probe stops and returns a fail-
ure indication. Otherwise, this hop copies the probe, with
the new limit n − 1, and sends it to all adjacent nodes, not
counting the nodes that lie backward and forward along the
shortest path.

• Subsequent nodes send the probe on their shortest path to
the source, backtracking and copying the probe as neces-
sary.

• Any probe that successfully reaches the source or a node on
the multicast tree returns its accumulated path, along with
the minimum available QoS for the path.

• The new member collects all paths and chooses the shortest
path with the largest available capacity for installation with
APM. If this path is not available (APM returns a FAIL-
URE), the member iterates through the remaining paths,
until all paths have been exhausted.

B.5 Path Selection

For QAPR, QoSMIC, and QMRP, a new member may some-
times find multiple feasible paths from itself to the source or the
multicast tree. In this case, the new member must use some algo-
rithm to choose which path it will try first. For the results shown
in this paper, APR and QAPR use the shortest path and QoS-
MIC and QMRP use the shortest path with the largest available

capacity. We have experimented with several other algorithms
and found the differences between them are small.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the path searching algorithms,
we use a dynamic load model with bandwidth as the QoS metric.
For a given network, we assign each link an integer value k, rep-
resenting its capacity. We then create a sequence of groups, each
of size g, with group members chosen randomly from among all
nodes in the network. When group members use APM to install
a route, they reserve 1 unit of capacity on each link. By in-
creasing the number of groups in the network, we increase load
and the chance that some link will run out of available capacity.
For each of the networks we study, we increase the number of
groups in the network until the best algorithm has a 90% success
rate. This covers what we consider to be an acceptable operating
range for the network.

More complex models, using various combinations of band-
width, delay, jitter, and loss have also been used in the literature.
For our purposes, a simple model is sufficient to compare the
performance of the path searching algorithms. Bandwidth was
likewise used as the relevant metric in [4].

Our dynamic load model does, however, represent a some-
what more realistic approximation of network load than has been
used in past multicast QoS routing studies. Previous studies use
a congested links model in which links are randomly chosen as
either congested (having no available capacity) or uncongested
[4], [1]. With our model, if a particular router initiates many
connections, then the links near that router will likely become
congested, while other areas of the network may remain rela-
tively unused.

We use two types of randomly-generated topologies in our
study – flat and hierarchical. Our previous work in this area has
shown that these topologies represent extremes in terms of rout-
ing performance [1], [10] and are thus good candidates for this
study. Topology set F100 contains ten 100-node, flat topolo-
gies, with each link having capacity of 20. While this capacity is
small – only 20 groups can be supported per link – it enables us
to quickly reach loads where links become congested. Topology
set T100 contains 10 100-node, transit-stub topologies. Links
within stub networks have a capacity of 20, transit-stub links
have a capacity of 50, and backbone links have a capacity of
150.

In addition to these networks, our study includes a 4000-node
map of the MBone collected by researchers at ISI in 1999 [11].
Because the dynamic load model is computationally expensive,
we use the basic congested links model to simulate path search-
ing algorithms on this map.

A. Join success rate

We first examine success rate for sparse and dense groups to
determine which path searching algorithms work well for these
situations. We define the success ratio as s/j, where s is the total
number of successful joins over the lifetime of the simulation
and j is the total number of join attempts over that time.
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Fig. 2. Success Rate: F100, 20-member groups

For small groups, APR and QAPR perform the best. Figure 1
shows the success rate for 2-member groups on topology set
F100 as load increases. The performance of QAPR and APR
is very close, as expected; their primary difference should be in
terms of setup delay, since QAPR collects information on avail-
able capacity as it searches.

Neither QMRP nor QoSMIC perform as well for small
groups. For QMRP, the primary reason is likely the problem
of false detours, as described in section II-C. False detours are a
particular problem for sparse or small groups, because the mul-
ticast tree may not be located nearby a detouring node. As the
group grows denser, there is a better chance that even a false de-
tour will reach a nearby node of the multicast tree. The success
rate of QoSMIC is naturally limited for small groups due to its
reliance on a hop-scoped search and our elimination of manager-
assisted search. For very small or sparse groups, a hop-scoped
search will not find nearby nodes on the multicast tree, limiting
group members to only their shortest-path route.

As the group size increases, APR and QAPR continue to per-
form well, and QoSMIC’s performance increases substantially.
Figures 2 shows the success rate for each of the protocols using
topology set F100 with 20-member groups. Clearly, QoSMIC’s
style of local search is very sensitive to the distribution of group
members and does well only when membership is dense.

For both the transit-stub networks in set T100 and the MBone
map, QMRP performs slightly better than APR. Figure 3 shows
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the results for T100 and Figure 4 shows the results for the
MBone map. APR, QAPR, and QoSMIC are limited in hierar-
chical networks because they can only search near the receiver,
whereas QMRP can search near the sender if this is where con-
gestion occurs. APR addresses this problem by allowing the re-
ceiver to ask the sender to perform its own local search. If this
option is included, APR performs as well or better than QMRP
on these hierarchical networks.

B. Search Overhead

Search overhead is an important component of algorithm per-
formance. Clearly the best algorithm, in terms of success rate,
is a link-state protocol that knows the entire topology, the avail-
able capacity of every link, and the location of every multicast
tree [1]. However, this performance comes at the price of very
high overhead to distribute link-state advertisements every time
capacity or group membership changes.

We measure the overhead of path searching algorithms by the
number of nodes contacted in order to perform the search. This
indicates the fraction of the topology seen by the new member
as it finds a path.

In our experiments flat random networks, QAPR has the high-
est overhead, as shown in Figure 5. This graph shows the num-
ber of messages per Join for 20-member groups on topology set
F100. While the overhead of QAPR is much smaller than a pro-
tocol that floods the entire network, it is about 3 times higher
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than the other algorithms when load increases. This overhead
is due to QAPR checking the available capacity on all the paths
from its neighbors to the source. In contrast, QMRP uses a more
focused search, checking capacity only along the shortest path
and then branching off from there as needed. Hence QMRP, as
long as it limits the number of detouring routers, keeps its over-
head in check. APR does not send many messages in our sim-
ulations because we assume each router knows the entire path
from itself to all other nodes – thus the only messages sent are to
nodes within 2 hops. The overhead of QoSMIC is also limited
due to its 2-hop search. For 2-member and 10-member groups,
our results show the same relative performance.

The search overhead for QMRP is much higher on the MBone
map than on the random networks, as shown in Figure 6. This
behavior is likely due to the fact that when QMRP backtracks it
detours its REQUEST message to all adjacent nodes. In a hierar-
chical topology, such as the MBone, there are some transit nodes
that have many attached stub networks and thus a high degree of
connectivity. When QMRP detours into these stub networks, it
can incur high overhead. This behavior can be particularly pro-
nounced in real networks, since degree distributions in the In-
ternet have been shown to have a power law distribution [12].
To avoid this consequence, QMRP should include a limit on the
number of detours it takes.
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C. Join delay

Join delay is the time taken for a new member to join the mul-
ticast tree successfully. Because path searching occurs before
path installation, it is possible that an installation may fail and a
different route tried. This is especially true of APR, which does
not attempt to learn about available capacity when it searches for
feasible routes.

We measure join delay by the number of join attempts per
new member, regardless of whether that member was successful.
Our results are very similar if we only consider successful joins.
Note that there is often a trade-off between success rate and join
delay. Trying more paths will likely lead to a higher success rate
but also a higher join delay.

Not surprisingly, APR has the highest number of attempts per
join, since it does not check available capacity as it searches.
However, the number of join attempts for all protocols is gener-
ally below 2, and is much smaller at reasonably small loads.

Examining the distribution of join delay at high load, we see
that there is little difference among the protocols, with most suc-
ceeding after 1 or 2 attempts. This result is shown in Figure 7,
which illustrates the join delay distribution for 150 20-member
groups using F100. In this figure, all protocols except QoSMIC
have long tails. We could reduce the overhead of these protocols
by limiting the number of join attempts to 4, without signifi-
cantly altering the overall success rate

Our results for 2-member and 10-member groups show the
same relative performance among the protocols. Performance is
likewise the same for topology set T100 and for the MBone map.

D. Path Length

Our final measure of QoS routing performance is path length.
In order to maximize the number of groups that can be supported
– and hence maximize revenue – it is best to utilize short paths.
We normalize path length across various members by measuring
the number of extra hops incurred by a QoS route, relative to the
shortest path route. Extra hops is defined by lrt − lspt, where
lrt is the length of the route from the source to the member and
lspt is the length of the shortest path route from the source to the
member.

Even at high load, the overwhelming majority of group mem-
bers tend to use their shortest path or a QoS route of equiva-
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Fig. 8. Path Length Distribution: F100, 150 20-member groups

lent length. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the path length
across all group members for 150 20-member groups using
F100. About 90% to 95% of all members use a shortest-path
route, and about 5-10% use 1-hop routes. QMRP uses more
shortest paths and fewer 1-Hop paths than the other protocols.
We could easily limit all protocols to 2 or 3 hops beyond the
shortest-path length and not significantly affect the success rate.
Our results are similar for topology set T100 and the MBone
map.

E. Combined Path Searching Algorithms

Based on the results of our experiments, we implemented one
path searching algorithm that combines QoSMIC and APR and
another that combines QoSMIC and QAPR. The combined al-
gorithms give APR and QAPR the ability to find paths to any
node on the existing tree, rather than just the source of the tree.
However, we did not find much of a performance gain for these
combined algorithms.

V. DISCUSSION

Our overall results indicate the feasibility of scalable,
receiver-oriented multicast QoS routing. APR, QAPR, and QoS-
MIC each perform well, and both APR and QoSMIC do this with
low overhead. All of the algorithms we tested performed well
with respect to join delay and path length.

Considering its simplicity, APR performs rather well in com-
parison to the other path searching algorithms. It performs con-
sistently across both flat and transit-stub topologies and over a
range of group sizes. Its overhead is quite low, and it is easy to
deploy. Moreover, APR can perform as both a multicast and uni-
cast path searching algorithm, since its performance with very
small groups is as good as with large groups. Combined with our
previous work, these results indicate that APR has the potential
to serve as a general-purpose path searching protocol, suitable
for both alternate path routing and QoS routing.

Of the QoS-specific searches, QoSMIC clearly has the best
performance, except when group membership is sparse. More-
over, QoSMIC’s overhead is low because it uses a simple hop-

scoped search. QMRP did not perform as well, and we sus-
pect this is due to the problem of false detours. It is likely that
QMRP could be re-designed to overcome this problem; however,
this lends more weight to our arguments in favor of end-system
searching. For an end-system protocol, it is a much simpler mat-
ter to re-design and then deploy a new protocol. Finally, our
results show that QAPR has good performance, but very high
overhead since it must probe each neighbor’s path for the cur-
rent QoS metrics. From our study, it appears this overhead does
not buy a significant performance improvement.

VI. FUTURE WORK

As part of our ongoing work, we are continuing to refine our
simulation models and verify our results on additional types of
networks. This includes:

• Implementing trunk reservation so that shortest paths are
preferred under high load. This technique has proven use-
ful in telecommunication networks to improve network uti-
lization. We can do this by placing restrictions on each link
so that a given percentage of flows must use shortest paths
when load is high.

• Using a more realistic model of group lifetimes and net-
work load. Currently, groups are only added to the network
as a rough estimation of network load. We would like to
instead have groups form and disband, plus have individual
members join and leave. We would also like to generate
some dynamic background traffic to help vary the load at
each link.
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